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Abstract
This bibliography records publications of Claude Elwood Shannon
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tissue [RAL+08, SSK+05]. tissues [SBS+13]. today [Eme01]. tool [RD04].

Topics [Nyy28, Sha52b, Sha93-49, TWA+87, Mar93].

topological [GPM06].

Transcendental [Sha48f]. Transformation [JZL98]. Transmissions [Bul15, Sha49e, Sha93-43]. Transient [TWA+87].

Transmission [DS46, DS93, HTR+08].

Transmitter [OS44, OS93, Sha58a, Sha93g]. Transmitting [Sha50c].

Treatment [Sha53d, Sha93s, HGR+12, LS10, Sqq98]. Tribute [Lew01, SF03]. Turdus [dPV00].

Turing [Bar01, Sha93-49, TWA+87, Mar93]. tutorial [GPM06].

Two [RS93, Sha44e, Sha49f, Sha53i, Sha54c, Sha61, Sha93-39, Sha93-57, Sha93-58, RS42, Sha56h]. Two-Terminal [RS93, Sha49f, Sha93-53, RS42].

two-dimensional [SJ04].

two-way [Sha93-57, Sha61]. type [KNS17]. types [TKL+12]. Typing [PGM+12].

Ultra [HGR+12]. Ultra-deep [HGR+12]. uncertainty [Col93, SGG04].

Understanding [Ale03]. Unicyclist [Hor90]. unifying [RS06]. Unilateral [DS46, DS93].

Uniqueness [Sha41b]. Units [FM99]. Universal [Sha54c, Sha93-58, Sha56h].

Universality [FMSS03]. University [Mur57, Hig63]. unreasonable [Jan14]. Unreliable [Sha56f].

urinary [TKL+12]. usage [FMSS03, Zee02]. Use [LS10, Sha40b, Sha93-59, SF03].

used [Sch06]. Using [BSWCM14, DGH+06, GBR07, MS54, MS93a, MS93b, PGM+12, dPV00, Gor06, HCD96, LMC11, MS56a, MS56b, PF06, Ric03, TKL+12].

Validation [PP06]. Validity [HWO90]. Value [WVB10, BQhH08]. values [HTR+08, Sqq98].

Vanishing [Bar01]. Vannevar [Sha39, Sha93v].

variability [GB01, dPV00]. Variables [Sha53i, Sha55d, Sha93-39, Sha93-45].

Variety [Lyn77]. varying [LMC11]. Vectors [JGH00]. Vehicle [Sha50e, Sha93-29].

ventilation [RAL+07]. Venus [Smi05]. Vernam [Sha43a, Sha93b].

versus [Let06]. Very [Sha48a, Sha54b, Sha93q]. Views [Bar01].

VIII [Pin01]. vinyl [SBS+13]. virus [HGR+12]. vocal [dPV00].

Vol [BBS46, Koc05]. volume [Fel09].

Was [Ano01c]. wavelet [HSBJ02, JZL98, TKL+12]. Way [Sha93-57, Sha61].

Weaver [SB05]. Wesen [Szi29]. Which [Sha48j, dR55]. who [Ano01b].
Wiener [BQhH08, BKU94, Cro63, Di00, JAS89, Key05, SB05, Sha49d, Sha93-41, Siq98, SF03, WC99, YLR10]. **Winners** [Pin01]. **Winning** [Cha72]. **Wins** [Ano40b, Bar01]. **Wireless** [Mar08]. **Wistar** [SBS13]. **Without** [Sha53f]. **Women** [FFF09]. **Work** [Gal01, CLM01, Emc01]. **World** [New56]. **Writing** [Pin01]. **writings** [SW93]. **WWII** [Min95].

years [Ver98]. **young** [Bel54]. **Youthful** [Ano40b].

Zeilinger [Tim02]. **Zero** [Sha56i, Sha93-61]. **zur** [Hag79, SM74].
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